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.is BIG BATTLE .
IN WISCONSIN
WOMEN USE RIFLES
WITH DEADLY EFFECT
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RAILROAD
PASSES
WILL

DIE.

New Interstate
Commerce
Law
Sounds Knell of Free Rides.
Probably 100,000 annual complimentary interstate railroad passes
will not be reissued Jznitary t nest-t,
says a Chicago telegram. lnstruc
tions are now being sent out by presidents of all the important systems
that by reason of the passage of the
new commerce law free transportation after January r must be limited
to the classes exempted in the rate
measure. This cuts off the annual
passes that have been issued to
thousands of persons with politica!,
theatrical traffic and other connections that have been favored in the
past.
There is no come-back or reading
between the lines of the orders being
issued, and on and after January
what is known as the purely complimentary interstate railroad pass
will be a thing of the past. The fact
that the person asking for a pass as
well as the corporation issuing it
liable to a fine will help the railroads
in observing the law.
The new act does not, of course,
affect the thousands of exchange annual passes issued by officers of one
railroad to officers of another line.
But there will be no other free tickets
except where consideration is shown.

POINDEXTER CAUGHT ELECTRIC
WIRE THAT CAUSED FATAL FALL

VOL 23, NO. 74

GOV. FOLK WELCOMES
MISSOURI REPUBLICANS.
Says Parties Should Not Attempt to
Win by Partisanship.

QUIETNESS AND
PEACE PREVAIL

Jefferson City, Mk.).„ July 27.— The
. • ,•
Republient
:••
to
et
WHILE WORKINce__VPON ROWE OF ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILDOING IN THE MOB
nornination of two candidates
or
ROAD ROUNDHOVSE$ HETOUCHED WIRE THAT KNOCK
LINE JUST YET IN
ED justices of the supreme court. Gov
HIM TO GROUND THIRTY FEET BELOW. WHERE HE
THIS CITY.
SUS- Folk delivered an address of- welcoine. He said:
TAINED INTERNAL INJURIES, CAUSING DEATH WHILE
IN
"Wlhile we differ politically, I welPATROL WAGON EN RUOTE TO RIVERSIDE HOSPITAL.
cohne you as chief executive of the
state. I have tried to be governor of
no class, but of all the people of the
state. Parities should not attempt to
Electrocu
tion
and internal injuries roof, and the weight of his body
DIETZ HAS HELD POSSESSION
win by partisanship, but because they
OF DAM PREVENTING
caused the death yesterday afternoon pulled him from the wire.
He stand for something that is good for
DEVELOPS THAT MATTHEWS
FLOATING OF
at 5:15 o'clock of William Poindexter, dropped to the ground thirty feet be- the people."
WAS OUT SEVERAL HOURS
LOGS.
colored, while he was being carried low, and it is believed this is what
IN CHARGE OF DEPUTY
injured him internally and cauaed
How He Changed His Mind.
to the Riverside hospital from Illinois death.
SILBRIFFS.
In last week's issue of this paper
Central railroad shops in the patrol
The other roofworkers, and also the statement was made that from
Aheriff Wu Sent to Open Dam
wagon. The darky breathed his last railroad men, rushed around and
When Big Battle Ensued
our information be believed that the
al.
Ninth and Monroe streets, and the picked him up. He was placed on a
—Over zso Shots
present Mrs. Kiehle, the wife of Jon- He Was Carried Back to Jail in Bug.
wagon then turned, and instead of cot and the railroad surgeons notified,
gy of a Mayfield Man Who
Fired.
as, was a lady of education and regoing to the institution, carried the one of whom hurried over. Mr. RodLoaned It to Officer Cross.
finement. Since that pubication we
body to Mattil & Efinger's under- ney Davis was then notified, and prohad a personal interview with that
taking establishment on South Third curing Dr. Bass, they took the patrol
Ladysmith, Wis.. July 27.•--•-After a
female person and have revised our
street where this morning at 9 o'clock wagon and hurried to the shops.
pitched battle between Sheriff Gy:and
Yesterday and last niOrt all kinds
opinion. She struck us very forcibly
Coroner Frank Eaker will hold the There the physician saw that Poinof rumors floated- about new mobs
at the head of a posse of militiamen
(with
the
butt
end
of
a
buggy
whip)
inquest.
Poindexter was knocked dexter was injured internally, and
coming here from Nfayfiekk while it
and the Dietz family, in which the
from the top of the railroad round- could hardly speak, and was writhing as being more athletic than refined. was also telepituured
casualties were heavy it is reported
to the police
Whatever
else
may
be
said
of
her,
house when he caught hold of an in pain. The physician hurried him
'headquarters this snorming about 1
here tonight that John F. Dietz, the
we
can
truthfully
say that she is a
electric wire, and falling thirty feet into the patro: wagon and started on
•defender of Thornapple dam, haa
good fighter.—Carman (Okla.) Head- o'clock that a large crowd had conto
the
ground,
suffered
internal
ina
run
gregated at the end of Jackson street
for Riverside hospital, in hopes light.
withdrawn his force behind fortificajuries by the fall.
to go to the county jail and lynch the
that something could be done for
tions and that the sheriff has laid
At the time of accident Poindex- the unfortunate man, but as they
negro Allen Matthews., but all these
seige. Another battle is expected
ter was working for the roofing and W.1111 passing Ninth and Monroe
reports proved to be hot air when
bourily.
sheet.iron concern of Messrs. Dick. striteta Poindexter breathed his last.
investigated, and up to press time the
Fresh accounts of the battle
and
Rodney
Davis
of
South
night was passed through as tried.:
Third
Tuning
back
then,
Driver
John
tween the Gyland and Dietz forces
street. These gentlemen have the big Austin brought the remains down to
as if the negro had not been here.
are just reaching here. The battle.
contract of putting new felt and tat Matta and Efinger's establishment.
It was said a crowd was corning
it appears, was furiously fought.
composition roofing on the railroad
overland from Mayfield to get the
Poindexter was about 45 years of
hiore than f5o shots sere fired and
roundhouse and shop
self-confessed rapist, but mobs from
buildings. age and lived in Louisville, where he
-each side suffered losses: .Dietz' enKILLED CONRAD Foreman Akerson had Poindexter was connected with the Southern
that city have doubtless had enough
tre family was engaged in the fight. NEGRO WHO
THE JUDGE PLAYED A PART of Paducah.
EXECUT
KAISER
ED
AT
and
several
others
at
work
putting
Paving
company. He is an expert
the women of the household using
NOT DOWN ON REGULOUISVILLE.
Yesterday morning, after The Regthe roofing on the roundhouse bui'd- roofworker. and every time they have
their rifles with as deadly effect as
LAR BILL.
ister
had gone to press, Judge Edward
ing.
Poindexte
r
was
the
at
end
of
a big job like this the Messrs. Davi;•
the men.
Paryear addressed' the mob of seventhe
"monitor
"
laboring
his
at
work,
Louisville
send
to
him.
for
They
had
Dietz for a long time past has held
ty-five thnt had been arrested' and
posseseession of Thorn Apple Dam Dirge Sounded As Trap Was Sprung %hen he reached out and caught hold him down here last year working on
Judge Puryear Was In a $35 and $50 carried to the City Hall He asked
lof
a
wire
that
enters
—Display
the
building
ed
No
Emotion,
in
But
the
railroad
roofs,
and
while
engaged
preventing the driving of several milthem if he Would allow them to go.
Humor
Yeats:day
Morning—
"applying electricity for lights and at this he took ill with smarpox, and
Exrpessed Repentance.
lion feet of logs belonging to the
would they catch the next train for
Many
Heavy
Fines
Assessed.
motive
power.
The
insulation
had
had
spend
to
four
weeks
at the pestChippewa Lumber and Boom comhome, and not come hack again in a
worn
frbm
the wire and no sooner house. He returned to the Falls City
pany. The logs, it is said, are rotbody. It is needless to say that sevhad
Poindexte
r
touched
it,
than
he
then, and only last Sunday was
ting and the company has for some
Louisville.
July
27.—Cornelius
Foreman h.-ought here again to do roofworkA fine of $25 and costs was as-, enty-five.. "yes's" trose 'from the seats
time past been endeavoring to have Johnson, the negro slayer of Conrad was severely shocked.
Akerson
and
sessed
another
mechanic
by Judge Puryear yesterday in in the rOOtni, and the judge then told
were for ,the Paducahans.
Uttar served with legal papers com- Kaiser,
He was an
was hanged in the yard of the standing only a foot or two away,
them he would let them off this tfme,
unpaually polite, honest and hard- the police court against George
pelling him to show cause why the
Jefferson
county
this
Jail
and
mornings
hearing
Poindexte
Griggs,
r
groan, they widlIng darky, and had many white
the leading man of the Wal- and with a rush the crowd bailed
company should not be allowed to
lace' park Casino troape, for being down the City -Hall steps out onto
As the last strains of a singularly looked around and saw the electric friends.
drive the logs.
the street arid' then proceeded at
Mr. Davis telegraphed last evening drunk and disorderly. He is the ac- break-neck
No Orders Given Militiamen.
piaintive dirge chanted by negroes in current coursing through his body
speed for the Union depot,
Milwaukee. Wis., July 4.—"If tht! Tier A sounded the trap was sprung. was throwing him back and forth asif to Louisville asking what should be tor who fired his revolver out the which plaice they reached
just in
in
convulsio
ns. These. two co-labor- done with his remains, which are be- window of his room in the New
men who are reported to have en- This was promptly at 5:27 o'clock.
tirrte to catch the 4 o'clock southbound
ers
rushed
to
the
side
Richmond
of
the
negro,
hotel
while drunk, and passenger train:
gaged in the Cameron dam trouble At the time the Rev. William Bruce.
ing held subject to orders. Ile fell
They all boarded it
ere Milwaukee militiamen they went the jail chaplain, was uttering the and grabbing him, tried to pull him about 4 o'clock and fisted only 75 came near striking some negroes over and went home, that
is those hevinz
away
from
the
wire,
but
at
ia
the
ice
plant.
this they minates, passing away in
to Ladysmith without the knowledge closing sentence of
much
money, while marry caught the outthe
Lord's were severly
shocked also, and pre- agony
Joe Grief wa% fined $25 and costs going freigiht trains.
or consent of their superiors," said Prayer. Just sixteen minutes later—
His hand Is burned pretty
Major Peter Piasecki. company K. at 3:43 o'clock—life was declared to vented from jerking the unfortunate badly where it came in contact with for malicious assault, he having
The officers found two of the mob
man from his dangerous position. the wire.
struck Ethren Wallace in the head with guns in
Wisconsin National guard,
their pockets, they bewhen be extinct by Dr. Samuel Garvin, the
Poindextej toppled over in
asked regarding the affair. "No mem- jail physician, and Dr. S. D. Hatfield
The remains will be shipped to with a hard object, during a fight ing IT. S. Mullins and Edward Stunthey had at the cordage factory son, both of 'atom were warranted
bers have been ordered out from any and Dr. A. 0. Taylor, who assisted such a manner that he fell from the Louisville today at noon.
where both work.
of the companies of this city. If the him. The body was cut down., An
for carrying concealed weapons. They
Ben Boyd and Jim Taylor, colored, then gave hen* lend wpfe permitted
men who joined the sheriff in the examination by the physicians under
were fined $50 and costs each for en- to return home with the others.
Dietz raid are from Milwaukee they the scaffold showed that death was
Their
gaging in a fight.
must have made up a sheriff's posse, due to a broken neck.
cases were set for trial next Monday
Sanders Reynolds, colored, was
acting as individuals. Certainly the, Except for the actual execution the
rrir Details.
fined $50 and costs for getting drunk
did not go as members of the mili- circumstances surrounding the hangYesterday
dtveloped that the reand then trying to get into the E. port was- true that the negro had been
tia. as they were not under orders ill( were singularly commonplace.
W Brittian home, which Reynolds spirted Ott tof die county jail here
Pnd therefore could sot have
used The reading of the death warrant,
mistook for his own.
and kept at different poinen until about
state rifles, uniforms nor ammunition the march of the scaffold and the
The court left open the warrant 3 o'cloold When. Jiulee James EakNo details have been sent north from scene there were eventlees. A small
charging- Jim Hale, colored, with er heard the crowd's were coming,
Milwaukee to assist in the arrest of crowd, probably not over iso persons ANDERSON SETS UP THE PLEA
OF SELF DEFXNSE, CLAIM- beating
he secured his horse and buggy, and'
Laura Hale, colored.
-Dietz to my know'edge."
in all, witnessed the execution. The
iNG THAT MIX AROSE FROM OVER THE PROSTRATE
Ben Giles was fined Os and sent 'hod Deputy Jailer Bud Howell and
same officials who acted at the hangFORM OF PARLEY M'CORD AND STARTED TOWARDS AN- to jail for ten days for carrying
con- Special Deputy Charles Hart, the
MISSTNG TELLER LOCATED. ing of Van Dalsen officiated. Thus
railroad blacksmith, to take MatDERSON, THAT HE (MIX) MOVED HIS HAND TOWARDS cealed weapons.
nerved by a similar affair a comparathews
in the rig and keep him, out of
James
Mason
HIS
POCKET
was
fined
IF
AS
$25
TO
for
DRAW
disA GUN.
Denver Police Ordered to Arrest C tively short time ago, they did not
orderly conduct, and dismissed as to th•c way of the mob. The deputies
show
the
agitation
character
that
ized
H. Evart', on Sight..
drove around over different streits
the breach of the peace charge.
them on the former occasion.
and
----er
finally stopped in front of The
•
Nina Hornbeak, colored, was fined
St. Louis, Me4, July,01.-111farma Palmer Transfer stable on Jefferson
Yesterday
£to
for
having
trouble
afternoon
Judge
with Nellie
Edward ify at the coroner's jury, and went
tion hate been received that Charles
Another.
near Fifth, where Howell went it
Reed.
Everly, teller of the St. Louis
Crisfield, Md., July 27.—Wm. Lee, Puryear of the police court tooid up'on the stand yesterday for the first
(the office 'and telephoned Jailer EakUnion Truss cotelreny. who has been the colored youth who was sentenced the' warrants charging Cicero Antler- time. McCord swore that Mix had
er for instructions. While he was inmissing for a week and is charged to death in Baltimore three weeks son with murdering John Mix, and'come out into the rear yard of CITY ICE PLANT
side two Nlayfield men drove up in
Clharles Graham', saloon at Ninth and
with hfaviner defaulted with $5.000. ago for assaulting two women
MAY END FAMINE. a buggy, and rec9gnizing
in also actring Parley NficCord with be- Kentucky avenue,
the clarity
and remarking that
was seen at the Brown Palace 'hotel Somerset County,
sitting beside Deputy Hart asked. -him
was hanged yes- ing an accessory to the killing. The MkCord was
following him, jumped Apply
its Denver. Inatructiobif'Were tele- terday on Smith's
Hearst Municipal Ownership who it was Ise had. Hart replied it
Island in the pres- judge slid not take it up in the morn- on McCord aria
commenced beating
graphed to the Denver police to. ar- ence of
was none of their 'business, and grabIdea to Benefit New York
the sheriff and his deputies ing on account of all his time being him pretty badly.
McCord said that
rest him on eight.
bing- hie whip, lashed the horse and
Tenement Dwellers.
and a few witnesses. The hanging conetuned with theAriaL of the other;-erhers Anderson,
who wa: standing to
F.Verly'e family is prostrated over
important
dashed
actions
'docket.
off out Jefferson street with
the
in
was
orderly.
The mob that had
one side, told Mix not to beat Mchis ekpartire. IHewan a leading
Mattthewe. while the two Nfiayfield
The following witness were introthreatene
d
burn
to
Lee
at
the
stake
New York, July 27.—William RanCord, who was down, 'that Mix left
church member and considered an exmen were right
duced by the prose:mama Dr. Frank
behind in their
McCord. and started towards Ander- dolph 'Hearst's idea of municipal own_ornplary citizen. Is is stated that on was outwitted by the sheriff.
vehicle. Up North Fifth they went
Robertso
Boyd,
I)r. Jeff
n, Edward son
Lee's
createa
unpreseti
crime
ented
ership
played an important part in in the
who pulled his gun ,and fired
July TR a Olescrepacy in his accounts
race, then out Tritnble to
Scott. Pat Lydon, James Dooline.
today's meeting of the committee for
was discovered. An I vestigation was excitement throughout the eastern Henry Rcheroson, Willie Alexander the fatal olvot.
Twelfth into Berriheim avenue, getcounties
Maryland
of
,
and
weeks
for
cheaper
ice for the tenement districts. ting
begun and he was discharged. He
Afrderson swore tcethe same circulnaround the corner 'before the
alias "Cotsc'h" Eggleston, and J. W
After deciarin.g that ice in sommer t
left the city and later it was an- the popular fury was such that Gov Clark.
stances
as
did
McCord,
and
rsuer9 could espy him. The Mays'ets'
up
Those introduced by the deWiarfield
deemed
prudent
was
it
as
have
to
important to the tenement field men
nounced that he haet confessed to
dashed on by Bernheim gofense were thr two accused themselves the plea of self defense, claiming that dweller, and
to their babies as is :nit °et
havriontakn $5.000 of the hank's Jim confined in the Baltimore city
where
Mix
got
off
McCord
that
Mix
Twelfth.
William
Anderson
Estes,
.
Mrs.
water,
jail
.as
protectio
comenitee
a
a
from
n
of prominent
mob
fund*. Mel be not fled, it re stated,
Demanded the Negro.
George Shaw, Ellsworth Booker, Al started towards, Anderson, and at the Modern:ter of tenement condition
s was
he probably would not have been violence.
Mr. Hart was racing so fast Townsend, J. T. Evitts, John lame time moved his right .hand to- appointed to investigat
e the possibility broke a buggy
proem- t tad
wheel near the home
McCune andl Mrs. McCord. Attorneys wards his pocket as if to pull a gun.
a'‘- municipal ice plant. which will
'Denver, Col., July 27.---Apparentl y
Not
PITTSBURG LIGHT PLANT.
knowing
whether
or
not
Mix
of the friendless, and unhitching hls
Ileredniold, Miller and Marble reprepat
an
end
the
to
exactions
of the
free from care and worry, Market H.
sented the two-ehoys, while County had a revolver, Anderson pulled his American Ice Company and allied horse, abandoned the buggy and
Everly, the formerteller of the St. The Installing of One Will Save City
revolver and fired The night of the
started with animal and Matthews
Attorney
Alben Barkley conducted
I.oui9 Union Trust company, for
killing Anderson said thata riitht after 0011CCrila.
Stoo,000 a Year.
Cooley
Mamie
the
prosecuti
MIrs.
on,
.
The resolution which will reteult in down to the nearby stable of Mr.
whom officers are looking, spent last
MeMarrnon was the official court the fight in Sue Eggleston s reSOrit thin imesnicipal ownership investigation- Edward Eaker, brother of the jailer.
Stmday with Mrs. Fred Beach, her
Pittsburg.
ea.—Controller stenographer for the purpose of tak- Mix yelled to them that he could
July
By the time he got to the stable and
aieter, Miss Mary Stewart, and 'her Larkin believes the erection of a
kill all of them with "this 38 I have read as follows:
in,gt down the evidence.
was putting up the horse, one of the
"Whenets
The
,
committe
for
e
brother Ray Stewart, at Loveland. municipal lighting plant wi'l be a
The testimony of all the witnesses got," therefore leaving Anderson un- Cheaper ice for the tenement district, Mayfield men, who had gotten out
Col. He left Sundtay evening ostens- profitable investment for the city.
der the impression that Mix bad a
was the satme as given t the
has ascertained that great misery is and was looking up the alleys for the
ibly for Denver.
After making a careful study of the °nee% inquest, that is that had' any revolver.
calmed
by the excessive charges officer and brute came up and deas,
lighting system and the annual ex- niatrrial bearing on the case. The
Anderson and Mc'Cord were the made for ice, and
that ice is in sun* reanded that Matthews be turned
pense under the present arrangement doctors, testified' as to the wounds, only two who saw the shooting, be- met as ennential
New Paper at Vitt. .
as water, that a com- over to him. I.epnty Hart reasoned
E. Wilder Wear of
y, is tufty- with the Allegheny County Light the policemen as to ohatracter of the soide Mix, because when Mix told Jim mittee be aprainted
to familiarize it- with the Mayfield inn and talked him
mg 'his plant to Hardin, and in a company the controller asserts that dead mare and two accused while oth- Dloolin, who was present, to take self with
the advisability of establish- out of doing anything. The latter
few days will issue the firet number by the erection and maintenance of er, as to actions of the participanni charge of Anderson, 'Anderson put- ing a matnicipal
ice plant and the ex- then accompanied the detipty to the
rrf "The Hardin Herald." The paper its own plant the city can net an before the fight.
pediency of is adoption by the City of
is to be five column, eight page.
annual saving of Stoo,coo.
Anderson and McCord did not test(Continued on Page Four.)
New York:
(Continued on Page FOUr.)
SHERIFF'S POSSEE COMPOSED
t.
aiILITIAMLN
DIETZ FAMILY.
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LAST NIGHT UNUSUALLY
QUIET ONE AT JAIL

HANGED IN
JAIL YARD

ACTOR TOUCHED
UP FOR COMEDY

1

ALL EVIDENCE HEARD YESTERDAY
IN JOHN 111X KILLING CASE

'

Om.

'MS

Atthe CAure

IICS

peruse them and ascertain the.. con-titutionality of the ordisance.

TAKING DOWN
OLD POLES, BALDWIN PIANO

Bankrupt Court.
The trustee is the Joseph Y.
Woodward bankrupt proceeding yesterday Thule a final report to Referee
Bagby, who will now recommend to
The congregation of he First Chris- conference. Ile goes to LaCenter to the United States judge that the case STREET CAR COMPANY COMES
be closed. The legal exemptions a%
tian church has referred to ta coms preach tomorrow.
TO TIME BY ORDERS
mittoe of officers the question of selowed Woodward consumed all the
FROM BOARD.
Broadway Methodist.
curing a minister to till the pulpit
assets, therefore nothing was left for
'`,The Power of the Presence of
.made vacant by the resignation of
-reditors, and he will get his disRev. W. H. Pinkerton the first of Evil: Paducah, as an Illustration" will charge.
They Will Not Get Any More Perthis month. The committee is in- be the subject tomorrow morning by
Referee Ilagby set August 9th as
mits Until All the Old Poles
structed to make arrangements to se- Rev. T. J. Newell of the Broadway the date for the first meeting of
Are Removed.
Nfothodist
egleurch,
The
postor
will creditors of William A. Anderson.
cure some pastor, who'is to come
and take charge not earlier than the possibly give a continuation of the who filed a petition in bankruptcy.
first of October, or later than the same subject at the evening worship. The creditors will select the. trustee
The street railway company yester- -first of next January.
to take charge of the estate and look day
began complyng with the orTrimble
Street
MethOdist.
The congregation has had no pasafter their interests.
ders of :the hoard of public works reRev. W. W. Armstrong will preach
tor since the resignation of Dr. Pinkgarding removal of many abandoned
erton, and now preparations for the tomorrow morning and livening at
King Held Over,
poles that stand along Broadway and
new one show services are not de- the Trimble street Methoist church.
Yesterday, in the court of Justice
other points. In obeying orders. the
sired during the warm months, as the
Charles Emery, Charies King waived
company workmen
Almost every coal dealer claims
worn started taking
success or is not to come before
iflation and was held to the cir- d
the old poles.
his coal is the best but there is only
October 1.
coit court grand &o/
It
in $3oo bond
The cmpany
o
got permission from
The committee is now in corre- one conl that can prove it. The Pitts- on the charge 'of pa wning a diamond
the board of works to erect certain
burg
Coal
office,
Broadway.
126
Both ring loaned him by
spondence with several preachers and
the daughter of poles for use in stringing their wire,
s
will make a good :election in ample phones N.o. 3. James J. O'Donnell, Baker Henry Gockel.
King executed and when this permission was g:ven
General
Manager.
time for recommendation to the conbond for his appearance. Yesterday the corporation are,sad:
to move other
gergation that will doubtless call the
there was served on King the war poles that they claimed would
not
one desired by the committee.
rant taken out by Mrs. Pat Judge, be needed when the new ones got
up.
charging the young fellow with de- Power was granted to this, and after.
German Evangelical.
frauding her out of a $13. board bill. getting up the new poles, the street
There will not he any preaching
This case was set for trial next.VVed ear company did not take down the
for the next two weeks at the German
nesday. on King executing bond, but old ones. As the board of works is
Exangelical church on 'South Fifth
it is thought he will pay off the debt, laboring hard to get the public streets
street. as titday Rev William I3ourand varrant then be dismissed.
rid of as many poles as possilde in
twin and his family leave for a sojourn
order to increase the beauty of the
at Mont Eagle, Tenn. Sunday school JUDGE PURYEAR NOW LOOKContinuince Given.
thoroughfares.. they decided nob to
ING OVER THE LAW IN
worship will be held at the regular
Justice Emery yesterday continuei fool away time trying to get the car
THE MATTER.
hours each Sahhath.
until next Monday. the warrant char,- company to take down the old poles. St
lug Bob Hays, the barber, with a;•• hut simply issued an: order that the
Delightful Affair. saulting W. J. Shannon. the meehlio corporatton Nvoltld get no more pole
Many evert. at the Third street
et Wallace park, one night •,.v• p,:rinits until all these aboncloned
Methodist church li:st evening attemlcl.oeti. This resort
ing
cruant
givcn by
seems 'to have had the cle•ired effect
the g,
C:(•
tla t c:eeereeatien.
et (wee as the c treelny has a gang
time V
1,-,d by everybody.
, of men taleing them ?own.
hiie a
-11n1
•1*,;:ip,t(1. 1 ,) 1;t-.
AUGUST nTI-I SET AS DAY FOR
added to :heir fund.
Parleiment iron
FIRST MEETING OF CREDIIhiedand
tishin • t.:wn, i
TCRS IN WM. ANDERSON
Ceir.l.)srland Przsbytcrien.'
BANKRUPT CASE.
-team launch.
71
••L
C1.7r charler hi.
i.:TEND
FT)
THROU'r.;
:l
led to the Grand
HERE EN
Jury
C:large of Pawning
V.
1(1 ; •
NASHVILLa"
Ring Loancd Him by Young
Lac!y-Other Litigation.
AND

DECIDE CASE
OF RAILROAD

ist.
RAILKIn CONFFSSES
weeks
AHD SUBMITS ON LAW

1,..1 coin,

UTE WINGED
BY M R, HARAHAN

SOUTHERN RAILWAY

Tenth Strcet Chrietian.
- i: . 1.V. e,. f C:i' Teii•::
' 11'tr'
ll `': •1 'r(t''': t '''' 1-r(:%% ni :rr'n....! un -Ilse Ministry
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Our Genuine Pittsburg Coal at 14c9 is the Cheapest on the
mark& It lasts longer and you get more of it. No slate, no
dirt, no slack, n9 waste and it don't clinker. We have convinced others that it is the best and the cheapest and we can
convince you. If you want to book your order for coal now
and have your bin filled later. telephone No. 3, Pittsburg
Coai Co., and our agent will call on you. Your money will be I
well spent if you buy from the

•
5'

•

MITSBUR6 COAL COMPANY

Office 126 Broadway
Both Phones No. 3
JAMES J. O'DONNELL, General Manager.
+

+++ +
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SOURG COAL CO.
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continuld and delayed
numerou
Whose breath blew out the light
0 times by the host of attorneys on
able fight to secure its passage. A state are barbarous
, but nevertheless
within these eyes?
•••• REFORM IN PIGTAIL LAND
either side ,both of the Kentucky and
great part of the expenses of this con- the bill went
MAN CUTS OFF
down.
.° New York bar.
GIRL'S HAIR
Now that the State Press associaIs this the thing we bought with yelp test were borne by the newspapers
•:*
•:•
•••• :0 :0
*:* *:*
The principal defendant,
of Louisville and Lexington, the tion has taken
Mrs
ON STREET
the matter up there
• low gold
Helen Kockem, is a retired actress es
State press, although as vitally inter- seems to be a
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To
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and
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in the ested in the matter as the
e- 4- e‘Vashington, July 27.—Marked ev- and a grand-niece of William N. 4- sl• t. s 4e• e- el 4- ecity press. final pa:ssage.
weeds?
St. Louis., July 27.—While making
failing to manifest much interest unidence of the reform which is sweep- 1W111s1m: who has been living with
To fill the enemy with fear and
him ever since she left the stag her way tbrouesh a crow)at the southtil it was too late,. The bill finally
ing China can be seen in a recomdread;
where she had made a decided "hit west corner of Broadway and Docust
failed by a bare majority, and it is
To.fan our dying spark of hope?
mendation of commissioners named owing to her youth and beauty. Her avenue Thursday, Daisy
said that it would have gone through
Fisilivr, 15 Is this
the dream he dreamed who
by the government to revise the code father killed her mother and siste: of 3917 Nom& Nineteenth street, was
ii a number of friends of the bit:
scours
the earth
governing Chinese legal procedure and then committed suicide while she attachied by a tmidentified man, who
who were absent, had known whe"
which was recently submitted to the was yet a young girl, leaving her slashed off a cluster of her thick To find the giants of the nation's the vote was
to be taken.
sport
empress-dowager and emperor fo: brother and herself orphans. She brown hair with a razor and flung it
What motives caused a majority of
What
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between
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their consideration.
married while very young, but ob- at her feet.
lower house to defeat this bill
A ribbon was attached to the ohorn Dolt of an effigy! What are to him has never
Two revolutionary changes in the tained a divorce shortly afterward,
been made known. There
Runs,
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locks
and the flight of the ball?
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legal procedure of China are suggest- and going to New York City, had
were
practicall
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ed. These are the right of trial by married a titled foreigner. Count thought dee ribbon had simply drop- What the far corners of fthe outer against the
bill;
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of
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cut
neys for the defense of criminals. where she was greatly admired for
wrecking of
and glancing around, saw her assailthe fence?
-Never in the history of China has the her grace and beauty.
ant, who laughed scornfully as he
practice of law been recognized as
She had again been divorced and disappear
ed in the. croved
0 captains, managers and friends.
k reputable profession.
returning to Kentucky, has been re
Miss Fisher says the man was dress- Is this the thing we pay the coin to
Frowned Upon.
siding with her bachelor grand-uncle ed in a light suit, is about
30 yeas
see?
, —DENTIST—
The study of law has been frowned William N. Watson, about
eight old and wore ai black derby hat. She This wooden
man, asleep and stiff of
upon from time immemorial and only miles east of Russellvile,
and is re- does not, believe, however, that she
Truehart
limb?
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•
Ile
was
last
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ted to argue cases in courts, and this extremely handsome
woman of 3c seen by her going west on Lucas
him?
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the personification , avenue.
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to haver attendside. Heretofore a cass of scribes ed to all of
came,
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.
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mere-jai
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tet's have a Lajoie or Stone.
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other legal documents, but these men Mrs. Browning
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n
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and
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St. Louis and Tennessee Rivet
(Louisville Times.)
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tense.
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westsern nations.
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has come a spirit of indiscriminat• 100A rCulinS, etc. Boats leave each
his will.
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commission, if put into effect, would
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Our fast growing business demands more room, which necessitates an adding of another stery to
our already large and commodious building. It is impossible for us to move into other quarters to
have this done, and our only recourse is to get rid of the greatest portion of our immense stock and
allow the builders to go on with the work. In order to do this quickly we have decided to sacrifice
our ENTIRE STOCK. Beginnin„ MONDAY MORNING, JULY 30, we will offer you our entire
stock of Furniture, Carpets, Stoves and Queensware at prices so tempting that you cannot resist.
Watch our advertisements—come in and investigate,and you will be convinced that this is the greatest opportunity ever before offered you.
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•5j-4 game is score being as fnlows:
RHE
.524
2 6 3 SPENDS MOST OF TIME IN LIV- ONLY A FEW MINOR DEFECTS
4,76 Danville
Jacksonville
EXIST AND THEY WILL BE
INSTON COUNTY IN
8 2
3
.447
CAMP.
Batteries; Christman and Jcilintos;
FIXED AT ONCE.
.ara8
Akers and Belt.
-Today's Schedule.
Mattoon Defeated Cairo.
Paducah at Vincennes.
WIll Be in Charge of Son-in-liw's The Board of Works Will Order the
R H
Estimates Made Out and Turned
Store for Week so Latter Can
Cairo at Mattoon.
Have Vacation.
Over to Contractor.
Danville at Jacksonville. Mattoon
Cairo,
Batteries; McCarthy
Paducah Lost In Close Game.
s.one; Hatch and Qt
Chief James Gollinsk who was
Yesterday afternoon Members John
Vincennes. Ind., July 27.—Padu• Hennas and Blosser.
granted
a tnoneWs vacation by the p0- G. Rinkliff, James E. Wilhelm and J. Office 306 Broadway
cah's one run was made on passed
Plikema•a:Office 385—Residence 1696
ball error, and fielders choice; VinIke cimnoissicmers Thursday night, Q. Taylor of the board of public
The Ozark Hotel,
cennes tied score in seventh on a
At Crek; Springs, IliL, will make yesterday said shot next Wednesday warks went out and inspected thr
three-bagger by Barbour and two- a rate of $to per
NERVE NETS CLERK
week rof the bal- he would leove for a camp its Livingpi
FORTUNE!
: couorete sidewalks on both sides of
bagger by Matteson. In the tenth ance of the season;
The I. C. rail- ton county with friends, and return
Jclierson from Fourteenth to Nin
Sam Byerly, Who Received Allotwith two down, Chenauft got a two road will give reduced rates.
The here Angivot 7, sip he can be on bane
bagger and scored on singles by Mc inest mud baths in the land at The the eighth of August when many tegicit'street. The board was accomment of $5,800.000, DisClain and Mitchell.
poses of Rights.
Ozark, also hot, cold, vapor, spray thousands of darkie* will be here .apnied by City Engineer L. A. WashChenault struck out nine; eight in and shower baths.
from surrourwling cities so celebrate ington and Contractor Bridges, the
New York. July 27—Samuel B•ps
first five innings. Wright's good supthe (fay. The Jay foil-owing the
MRS HARKNESS. rvaRfiltresa.
latter having done the work under
erly,
she express clerk.- who ssitceasport held down score.
chief takes chtirge of the retail groccontract awarded by the board of MR. RICHARD DEARING SUD- fully bid for $5.800.000 Panama bonds
Innings t a 3 4 5 6 7 R 9 to—RHE
Almost every coal dealer claims ery of this son-infaw, Mr. Louis Clark
DENLY
pcipiRED
AT
or• his nerve and the expenditure of
Padncah 000000t0o0-1 13 his coal is the best but there is only of South Second street. so the totter
SHREVESPORT.
a
2-oent postage stamp today sold his
Vincennes 000000 I 00 1-2 11 4 one coal that can prove it. The Pitts- and his family can get away for a
gillg over the improvement,
right to the allotment to J. S. Blache
we'ek's
stay at the springs. When Jost completed,
burg Coal office, 126 Broadway. Both
the board found that
& Co., who in turn disposed of the
phones No. 3. James J. O'Donnell, Mr. Clark returns, the chief then goes it had
Mrs. Louisiana Barnes Passed Away bonds to Fisk & Robinson. What
been
done
according
to
plans
back to Liviogsrrin county to remain
General Manager.
of Bronchitis Near Elva—Mrs.
Byerly's profit is on the transaction
moil the end of the month with his and specifications, with exception of
is not definitely known, but possibly
Phillips
Died
Last
Night.
friends,
carniping,
having a good tirne, a few minor defects which were
4-itofiii:-O-r-ri-t--O++-fiifiififiet-rer
reaches $30,000.
and resting up.
•
pointed out to the contractor who
During
the
absence
of the chief readily agreed to fix these
'.
LOCAL NEWS IN BRIEF
properly.
The Sutherland Medicine company
flaptain Prank Harlan has charge of The board
Problem in Old Tillamook.
then officially accepted of
• She force during the day
this city has received word from
and Ioieutene the work, and
Why
is it a careless 7-year-('d
at their next meeting
ant Thomas Potter at night.
Shrevesport, La.. that Thursday can drop a halfwill order that the city engineer
burned match in an
morning there was found dead in his alley
All the vubordinanieR on dthe force
and burn up all the barns in a
make out the estimates, showing
—It is rumored that today to get a week's vacation on full pay
bed at the hotel there, their traveling
block, while an able-bodied man has
how much each abutting property saiesiman
, Mr. Richard Dearing.
bridge carpenters on the Louisville every year, hut the chief will not
The to use up a whole box of matches
ewner owes as his portion of the
away,
ask for his salary while he is
and Henderson district of the
body is now being prepared for
to get a wood fire started in a heater
expense. The estimates are turned
Central will strike on account of le:- the reat being all he is after.
over to the contractor for collection shipment to his home in Louisville.
that has draft enough to draw al: the
utg.refused.the demand for a raise to
Mr. Dearing traveled down South
from the property owners. '
furniture up the stovepipe?--Tillafor the Paducah concern,
$2.50 per day of their wage, which is
Pittsburg Coal Cu. Office No. lai
NEW—
cj
and
The pavements are walks five feet
was mook, Ore., Hirald.
a well known salesman. lie is stirrow $2 per (lay for ten hours work. Broadway. Both telephones No. 3.
in width, and have grassy plots on
4 —A .big picnic wi I be given next
vived by a wife, four children, and
The best coal in Paducah.
both sides of them, while the curb
y. e Order of the Day.
brotners and sisters
Wednesday at the Baptist church
He had been the daTh
The cheapest coal in Paducah.
and
gutter
is
of concrete also. They sick
OLD—
grouni0 two miles from this city on
a few day s at Shrevesport be Sunshine
is the order of the day.
••• •
are quite an improvement for that fare d ying.
the Cairo Pike.
Picnics
and
rain are the order ok
section
of
the city,
New Swindle Being Worked in Rural
—Wm. Grigg, the comedian and
Next
Monday
Contracto
Bridges
r
Districts.
stage director at the park Casino,
Work is the order of the day.
Died of Bronchitis.
-Nn exchange gives the following w:ll commence excavating at Fourth
vi as yesterday "fired" by Manager
Boys are the order •of the (lay. r..
and
Kentucky
Today
at
avenue
the
Wallace
warning
for
the concemetery in
to the farmers against a
Malone, on
account
of
Grigg's
Going to ice-cream suppers ang c,
swindle which is being worked in the Crete pavements on both sides of the the county there will be interred Mra
e :capade of firing his revolver out the
thoroughfare from 'Fourth to Ninth. Louisiana Barnes, who died Thurs- church is the order of tie day.
rural districts:
:=2:::=====g111 New Richmond hotel bedroom winBoys going tn see the girls was theday after a lingering illness w:th
A new swindler is abroad in the
dow, and for which he was fined ;25
erder
of the day Sunday. --Countra•
bronchitis
,
at
her
home in the Elv.t
land. rhe swindler sells barbed wire
Mr. Louis Rieke, Sr.. was a little
yesterday in court. He is now in jail.
Corres pomknce, Sequac:lee ( Tenn.)
neighborh
ood.
fencing stretching machines.
He better yesterday at his home on
, —Mr. Herbert C. Hoover, the
' s•
The deceased was 65 years of av "
leaves the machine and 40 rods of Seventh and Jefferson
streets. lit.
Remington typwriter man yesterday
aril is survived by four sons atn!
good fencing wire on trial, requiring has been quite ill with
flux and Luau daughters
received a $50 Check from his corn.
Playing Horse With a Socialist.
the farmer to sign for the return of stomach tremble.
for making the largest percen•
the stretcher. The farmer signs for
'
it loulked t.ike tremble for a (evil.
tage of business increase _during the
$3, which, of course, turns up at the
Died of Fever.
'minutes Monday eveLii1.-. A man
ttnti=
"
2=8=4121
lost year than any othettsalesman.
Complain
ts come irs from differAt 7•30 o'clock last evening Mrs. ela:rning to be a sfic'alist •!riloal into.
• bank for $30o instead. He may not (•:t scc'i ms of thc
c:ty ab•an the .lnnit
turn up in this county, but it
j. Phillips passed away at town .ate in the evnin:::, and began.
woyld be just as well for our farm- promiiicitous way bays break window Vitir ;mine in too8 North T.lith making a speech on the street;
some]
ers to be on the look out for him, panes from vacant buildings around street. after a several week's alms.; the got into an argument with him;
town.
The
officers
are
laying
for
the
just the same.
u;t1i malarial fever.
!next someone tired off a firecracker
youngsters to arrest them.
'The (1.•ceasecl sac 45 years of age,,Inhind him; lie was thcii bombarded
and the funeral will occur t.•mnerow by Roman candles until he quit his
KENTUCKY EDITORS
The Irish language is spoken in th afternoon, with interment at Oak / speech; then the crowd disperscd and
HAVE A CANDIDATE
Bahamas among - the mixed descend- C-eve cemetery
all was again quiet.—Newberg (Ore.),.
ants of the Hibernian patriots banEnterprise.
ished long ago by Cromwell to the
AUTO
SLAYER
OF
AGED
Grayson Springs. Ky.„ July
\Vest Indies. One can occasionatl:
Too Busy to Whistle.
KENOSHA MAN NOT FOUND.
the /meting of the Ke'ritticky State hear negro
sailors in the East En(
It
is
said the art of whstling
Press Association yesterday Judge E. of
London who cannot speak a -wore'
Kenosha. Wtis, July 27 --The police soon be counted among. t he -)st tinBarry, of she Benton Tribune, was
(Ti'Iy
of 'English talking Irish to the oh search for the men who ran
down les there is a revival of the cheery
asiked to offer for the Democratic.
women
who gather and killed William Dreyer, Tuesday. spirit that seems to he fors•at hug men.
nomination for: lientlenant governor. Irish apple
Nobody whistles as h.- \yolks in
is practically at a standstill.
Twenty-fire taaPers pledged their sup. reand the docks.
Motor-omnibus services are about
The remains of the old man have these strenuous day:.
Tie has toe
port.
The execuitive committee decided to he started at Osaka and Kobe, Ja- not as yet been claimed, and they much - on his mind to plAct• his hips•
will probably be buried in the pnt- io a whistle. Nor doeF, he hum Or
to have another meeting in Louisville pan.
ter's field here on Friday afternoon, sing to himself for that nmtter. Lifein October. at which the ti-me for
House-flies of forty-eight. different The elmains were photographed this is, if not downright c•.d. 1,to lutsy for
the midlwinter meeting will be fixed
and arrangements made for this gatit- kinds have been classified by natural afternoon and the picture will be that joyous and toicon,(
xpresser gni,laso ta be held in Louisville. ists,
used in any further investigations. L ien of contentment.—,Boston Herald:
How They Stand.
W I.
V•ncennes
.53 3LL.
Cairo
44 40
Jacksonville
44 40
Paducah
-139 43
Danvil.e
.38 47
Mattoon
r;;,..
;
33 o

130 S. THIRD STREET:
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INSURE

L. L. BEBOUT

General Insurance Agency
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DRUMMER FOUND
DEAD IN ROOM

pRI TING

•

THAT PLEASES
Phones:„,,
420

202-R

'Ili .
4

KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY
121 S 4th St.

,pny

43 Copies tor 1 cent
A

(

THE CHEAPEST METHOD OF THEM ALL
Use our best brand of Carbon paper and you get over
10,000 clear cut, smearless Cari;in Cnpifts
1,,2.0.

wir

YOU CAN MAKE 15 COPTS AT
What more do you want? fry a dozen sheets,
purple or Wack, for 30c. Your money back if you are
not satisfied.

HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPARTMENT

Jut_

Excursion Rates Via. the Seutteern PROTECT BREEDING BIR6C) COLL
EGE GIRLS GROW FAT
Railway from Louisville.
Reservations Established by PresiSoon After Entering the "Freshits"
dent's Order in Three
They Begin to Acquire
St. Paul, Minn-421.50, July 23, 24,
CTEMPEL'S WAY Or 7.-ELLINQ
Locations.
a,.5. and 20. Return limit leaving St.
Plumpness.
THE TRUTH.
,1":.:11 July 3tst, 2sc validation fee.
Executive or !ers creating three new
Did you swallow your sham- ed: dust last night? I have a full line a
"In a couple of months from now,"
Stempel, as Herbert Tansy said from
reservations fo: the protection of the
said
a
woman
who
was
matron
Minn.—
at s the very first, was absolutely unique.
$16.00, August To, breeding groue is of native birds were
St.. Paul,
women's college for several years, fansy
P ••rn tit Alia•ust 31, signed by Preeident Roosevelt October "there
took all the credit for the discovJr and ,p
will be a fled of letters from ery, as he does
with prvilege 4 extension to Septem- 10. The name s and locations of these
for almost everything,
gir; freshmen to their mothers, all
but he does not boast about it so much etc., various grades
reservations aro as follows:
ber 3oth on payment of 5o cents.
and various prices.
containing 0‘le complaint: 'I'm grow' now.
The "Siskiwit Islands reservation,"
log
so
fat
that
my
clothes
won't fit
Of course all the men in the °Ma saw
Help your neighbor keep down the dust.
Denver, Colorado Springs and Pu- embracing all o; the unsurveyed islande me.'
And the mothers will worry and that Stempel
was entirely out of the
-ebio, Col.—$36.00. On sale daily to of the Siskiwit or Menagerie group of fret, and wardro
bes will be sent home ordinary when he owned
up to a mis-September 3oth, with cerurn linait of lstands at the n outh of Siskiwit bay, on to be let out.
• take in an entry that cost the firm over
the
south
of
Isle
Royal,
Superio
in
Lake
r.
October 31st.
"Fres
hmen at the women's college $100 to settle. Stempe
Mich. This rete rvation embraces secl was calling from
tions 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 33 34 and 35, in always grow very plump, and they Tom Paston's order book to Dixie, the
Ashville, N. C.—$15.95. On sale
astonis
h
their
friends and relatives bill clerk, and he quoted two-inch Lyoae
township 64 nor! 1. range 6 west. Upon
'daily the year round, good returning!
these islands be i.ween 6,000 and 10,000 e hen they go home on their first vaca- galloon at three cents when it should
Both Phones 201. 132 South F ourth St., 325 Kentucky Avenue
within six months.
.
"erring guile .bre ed annually, besides a tion by the amount of flesh they have have been eight. Paston makes his
put
on. And it is all due, I believe 33 and 8s a good deal
number of other species not nearly so
alike anyway, but
Low HomeseOrers Rates to many run-emu'. It 1:
the largest tend most to the healthy, normal life that a girl he's too valuable a man to fire and it
leads at college.
points in the southeast, west and important herrieg
seemed as if somebody would have to
gull colony witain
southwest on first and third Tues- :he limits of the United
"The food is always palatable, nour- go. Dixie thought it
States.
was his mistake
days of each mon:1-1, June to NovemThe "Huron Islands reservation," cm- ishing, and of the best, and even me and was ill a great flurry about it, but
most
finicky maiden learns to eat Stempel, when he looked over
ber inclusive.
Huron Islands group lying near the
the book.
For additional information, tickets, Huron islands I 'nip. lying near the everything. 1 hare seen girls whe said at once that he had called it wrong
catered
college
with the idea that they and went and told the whole works so.
etc., call on any agets of the South- south shore of
"
-e Superior and embe acing sectior'
ern Railway or address,
1, 34 and 35, in could get nothing but the white meat Well, the old gentleman must have been
J. P. LOGAN, 'I'. P. A., tet East township 53 no:. .
ege 29 west, Mich- of Chicken and lemon lee, contentedly in a good humor,for he only told Stemigan. Some 1.5ue gulls, together with e eating fried veal and onions a few pel to be more careful next time. That
Main street, Lexington, Ky.
v.« 'es later.
shows the sort of fellow Stempel was
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. A., number of other v. ater birds, breed upeo
"And these meek; are always servee He had the peculiarity of being
these islands'annualise
abso234 Fourth avenue, Louisville, Ky.
The "Passage Key reservation," eu.. at a regular time, and with plents lutely truthful.
C. B. ALLEN, A. G. P. A., St.
bracing an Isla' d Leer the mouth of of lively converse:eon to make there
There was one thing about Stempel.
Louis, Mo.,
Tampa bay, on t lie west coast of Florida. cligest easily. Let me say right here though. He wasn't extravaeant with
!mown as Passage Key. and situated in too, that the popular notiou that col- the faculty of speech. One of those
ILLINOIS ChNTRAL
section G. towne hip 34 south, range 10 :ere girls have meinight spreads 0! never-say-nothing-to-nobody sort of tel
EXCURSION BULLETIN. :else Thousarels
of linnelsome terne .neiresilLies 11 a wrong one.
Such lows. Went about his business quietly
have bred upon this little key annually
belong to a boarding school, ba and soberly, never laughed or joked
Roanoke, Va.—National Fireman's ever since the Florida coast
much.
was first ex- llot to a womens ccllege.
Association. Dates of sale August plorese. but during the past year
"Then there are regular hours for
One time Dixie was telling a story
the egg
.12th and 13th, 194, limited to August hunters made regular trips to the island, tetirine. Lights must be out at ten about an -Incle of his who eas a great
31, 1906. By depositing ticket and end each time rot only plundered the o'clock. and that means eight hours swimmer. He said he swam 15 miles
paying fee of 50 cents, tickets can
of the fresh eggs, but also de- of good, healthful sleep.
The out- up the Mississippi river against the
be extended to September 1st ,1906. er( yed all eggs partially incubated door life also contributes to the plump. strongest kind of current and towed a
unfit for use. This action prom- ness of the girls.
log raft that had drifted away from its
.Round-trip rate, $19.65.
les I annihilation of the colony within
'College girls stay iedeers on., moorings by a rope held in his teeth.
Pepria, Ill.—National Encampment a yelr or two. At the time the egg hunt- when they have to. and plenty of freeh Dixie said his uncle did that 15 miles in
Sons of Veterans U. S. A. Dates of ing was most active other parties in- air makes them strong and muscular. two hours, nineteen minutes and some
sale, August igth and 20th, 1906, augurated a movement to secure title The gymnasium is another factor. Its seconds, which he has forgotten.
'0 the island for resort purposes. This eurpeses is to develop a girl physicalTansy had to drag Stempel into it, of
limited to August 31, 1906. Round•ffort, if it had been successful, would ly, and each freshman is examieei course. He asked Stempel what he
'trip rate, $11.55.
have ',suited in a destruction of the that she may get the exercise she most thought of it. I guess he was trying tc
breeding colony, as complete and al- needs.
make trouble. Stempel shook his head
Henderson, Xy.—Grand Lodge K. most
as soon as the egg hunters would s "Under all these conditions the and went on addressing envelopes.
of P. of Kentucky. Dates of sale July have secomplished that end,
"But what do you think of it?" Tansy
so that the freshmen rapidly grow plump and rosy
23rd, 241h and 25th, 1906, limited to eieatton of the reservation
is said to be and this plumpness they rarely lose persisted. "Don't you think that was
July 28th, 1906.
Round trip rate extremely orrertune.
during their college course. Even toe pretty good swimming?"
CORRECTED M AY 30th, 'go&
'$3.85.
The Nationel Association of Audubon thinnest girl Ands she can wear a
"Well," said Stempel, slowly and so
societies has Oared wardens In charge decollete evening gown after she
has herb?, "I don't believe it. No, sir, I
SOUTH BOUND
The annual $5.00 excursion to Chi- if -tech of th -ee reservations, and the been at college three months, and the don't believe it. I know what the MisNo. tot
No. to3
No. zat
cago via. I. C. R. R. will be run ',laughter it the birds and plundering of fat girls find their superfluous flesa sissippi current 1.3 and I know what a
Duro Cincinnati
.c
8:2o
a.m.
6:oo
p.m.
log
raft
Tuesday, August 21st. A great many their nes*.s has been stopped.
is
to tow.
turning into hard, Err.: muscle.
Weave Louisville
doubt if a strong
12:01 p.m.
9:40 p.m.
7:30 am.
-people are preparing to take advan"And one thing more. College girls swimmer could make 15 miles in two LAM% Owensboro
6:30
p.m. • 9A110 CM.
hours
and
13
TRAG
always
minute
are
EDIE
s without towing
tage of this special excursion, which
S OF THE MAILS.
happy, and every woman
Leave florae Branch
a:a8 p.m.
1248 a.m.
anything. I don't want to be offensive
II:os a.m.
grows fat when she is happy."
is the most popular run by the IlliLeave Central City
zany Family Ske2etons in the Apart3:3
and
0
Pm.
it
03
may
be
that
Dixie
1a:30 p.m.
was misinnois Central railroad.
Leave Nortonville
ment Houses of New
, but I can't bring myself to be4:08 p.m.
1:4o a.m.
:a8 p.m.
THE JEWISH PHYSICIAN. formed
'Aim Evansville
lieve that his uncle ever did such a
ta:so p.m.
440 Pm.
York
City.
8:3o
Opening Shoshoni Indian Reser'vaLeave
Nashvi
lle
Members of the Mee:ical Profession thing."
7:00 pm.
8:05 a.131.
'tion—Tickets on sale to Worland or
(Aare Hopkinsville
"No postmen the country over see se
course
Of
that
tickled
Tansy.
As
I
said.
in
Histor
p.m.
y Who Belonged to
11:30
9:45
a.121.
Shoshoni, Wyo., from now until July much pathos
Leave
Pr.nceton
Tansy was always showing Stempel off.
in their rounds as the men
4:55 p.m.
2:27 am.
That Race.
2:35
29th, 1906, limit August 15th, tgo6. at the New York
Arriv
ePadu
cah
He
made
a great pretense of being
force," said the man
6:to p.m.
3:4o a.m.
Round trip rate $31.10.
4:13
Leave Paducah
In the gray uniform,ache lighted a cornfriendly with him, and Stempel didn't
6:15 p.m.
An interesting survey of Jews as
,3'45 a.m.
4:ao p.m.
torting cigar after being relieved from
see through him at first and talked to
Arrive Faiion
members of our profession is to be ob7:30
Owensboro Ky—Seven Hills Chau- duty, relates the New York
4'50 am.
6:oo
him more freely than he did to any of
"(derive G-bbs, Tenn.
World.
tained
from
•
little
8:06
pm.
work
entitle
d
5:51 a.m.
etafiqua. Dates of sale August 1st
"It seems to me sometimes that every
the others. Tansy came to us and told
A
strive
Rives
"Judische Aerate und ihr Einnuse as
8:13 p.m.
6:ot a.m.
to 21st, 194, limit August 22nd, 1906 boarding-house room, every cranny
in !as Judentum." which, says the Med us what Stempel thought about this. Perkve Jackson
7:15 a.m.
Round trip rate $5 70, limit three day; a furnished -room house, and even the
that and the other—what this fellow did
Aevive 1feinphis
teal Record, has been issued by Dr.
- t•to
and what the other fellow said and, alfrom date of sale. Round trip rate best of apartment-houses conceale
8:ao a.m
Am ire New Orleans
Simon Scherbel. One of the most
to:35 a.m.
some sort of a family skeleton or a small
though we knew that Tansy had cork8:15 p.m.
t4.75.
rrominent of the earlier personages
screwed his opinions out of him, we got
tragedy. I suppose New York is a good
mentioned is Chasdai. who became a
NORTH BOUND
a little sore all the same, bemuse what
No. 102
Washington, D. C.—Negro Young place to hide yourself in, and then so mialster under
No. 104
No. lag
the Calif Abdul-Rah- Stempel said
beave New Orleans
about us, being the truth,
Peoples' Christian and Educational many young men and women coming man III., and
7:10
p.m.
9:15
a.m.
did
much to establish hit us hard occasio
Sm.. Memphis
nally.
Congress. Dates of sale July 27th, here in search of fine positions or ca- the position of the Jews
8:5o p.m,
0:45 11.111among the
Maw* Jackson, Teas.
One
day
reers
meet
Tansy
with
told
me
discou
rageme
that
he
nt.
soth and 31st, 1906, limi4 August 8th,
had
S:07 a.m.
With Moslems in Spain during the tenth cenvo:to
p.m.
11411v. Rives
1906, by depositing ticket and paying those people, a letter may mean hope or tury, as well as to foster the study ul asked Stempel what he thought of me
11:58
p.m.
and
life itself.
Move Fulton
Stempel replied that be didn't care
fee of 50 cents, limit can be extended
10:15 a.m.
the Talmud In that country. Jebeds
vs:35 a.m.
6:co a.m.
to say.
"In flats and apartment houses where
iberive Paducah
Halevi, who lived 100 years later, wat
to September 8th, 1906. Round trip
20 a.m.
143 a.m.
the Janitor or a hall boy distributes the
"I asked him if that didn't mean that
740 am.
Leave
Paduca
h
rate $21.50.
busy physician who was also the he
11 :25 am.
1:41 a.m.
mail, or in a boarding-house where
had not a very favoreble opinion of
7:5o a.m.
Arrive Princeon
it author of distinguished practical and
12:39 p m.
a03 am. 9:39 a.m.
you," said Tansy, "and he said it last
passes through the hands of servants,
/kw.*
Nopkir
sv.
Ce
philosophical
Lexington, Ky.—National Grand you can
works.
The
grew that It did. He went on to
6:15 p.1111.
5:20 a.m.
see women in all styles of negsay—"
het*, Noshvirie
Maimonides of Cordova is include!
Lodge United Brothers, of Friendship ligee costum
9:25 p m.
I told him that if he told me what
8:to a.m.
es, hanging over the balAterive
Evansv
among
the list of physicians by the Stempe
ille
and Sisters of the Mysterious Ten. ustrades, their eyes
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LANGSTAFF-

RM

COMPLETE

•

OMPANY

ANUFACTURING
Incorporated

COWIlini their own Saw and
ANLY Sash awl DLANT
Door House in a ADUCAH, KY.
....Planing Mills and Dry Kiln
Having just added a HARDWOOD FLOORING Departmentmwe are NOW MANUFACTURING OAK, and BEECH
We are making especially low prices on house bills.
Flooring, end matched, bored and kiln dried.

O

BOTH PHONES 26
Quality Rather
Than Price.

GET OUR. PRICES@OND"TWIN" OAIVAND BEECH HARDWOOD FLOORING
' LET US FIGURE WITH YOU!
_
•
PERSONAL NOTES.

+

•
RIVER RIPPLINGS.

When you are sick, when you set
few
your chances to get well for
cents)? Certainly not. A little difference in the quality of drugs used
in filling your prescriptions, sometimes malcies a big difference in the
results expected by the doctors.
We are in the drug business by
'choice, and because we like it. Did
YOU ever notice. that those who like
their work are usually the best workmen? This applies to all lines of business or tproiettaisns. Our policy is to
,give the best pdgible quality at a reasonable ,04-e, amitc to give our patrons
.int a Hee r*ote''than they expect in
good service an highest quality.
Just try us pext tune. We guaratt:tee perfec satisfaction.
'

BABY PITCHED
OUT OF BUGGY

••

438 South Second St.

Special Ten Day's Sale
EYE-SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO.,

We are offering a ao year Gold I'
lj'Movement, for $1.45.
A Seth Thomas $12.00 Mantel Clock for
This Morning at eight o'clock the
Miss NItarjor:.: Brown of Atlanta,
$7.50
Roger's 147 Knives and Forks, a set,
$3.45
Ga., has Ronne to 'Cincinnati, Olfio, steamer Dick Fowler gets out for
Genuine Rogers' Teaspoons, a se t,
.73
to join her mother. after irlsiting Miss Cairo. The craft comes tack to- ANIMAL ATTACHED TO BUGGY
Genuine Rogers' Tablespoons, a set
GOT SCARED AT FIFTH
night
$1.50
Frances Wallace of Arcadia.
Our orate line of Cut Glass at 30 per cent. off of regular price.
AND NORTON.
The Joe Fowler went to EvansMrs. W. J. ITurnp....reys and eaughOur Hand Painted China, fine a s and line in the city, at so per cent.
ter went to Lebanon, Ky., to attend ville yesterday and comes back tooar regular price—you must see this line to estimate fully the bargiana we
the bedside of the formier's mother- morrow, to lay then until Monday before &paring on her return.
in-law who is very ill.
Runaway Horse Crashed Into Heavy are offering
A special reduction on every art icle in our store for to days only—
The John S. 'Hopkins comes in toMliss Louise Harrison of ClarksLumber Wagon of the Langstaffswictly for cash—
vale, Tenn.. is visiting her aunt, Mrs. day from Evansville and, gets out
Orm Company.
Oar repais must give you satia faction.
immediately on her return.
Gus. G. Singleton of Norh Sixth.
Byes
tested free.
This
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at
five o'clock the
Mr. Horace Towntsend and wife of
"
r
Louisville have returned home after steamer Kentucky gobs out for the
Yesterday afternoon two ladies and
She comes bark
visiting Mrs. M. J. Reed of North Tennessee river.
chid of the Cold Springs section os
next Thursday night.
Seventh.
the county had quite a narrow escape
355 BROADWAY, GUTHRIE'S OLD STAND.
toThe 'Reuben Dunbar will return
Mss Gerrude Knight of Louisville,
from serious injury on South Fiftt
Nashville and
J. A. KONELTZKA, JEWELER AND OUTICIAN
returned 'home after visiting Miss momm night from
Elizabeth and Lorena Graham oi Ten- leave the following day for Clarks- to Jackson street. Fortunately there
17 Years Experience.
were not hurt to amount to anything
nessiee street
ville.
The City of Savannah is due to and in a few moments proceeded on
Mliss Mary Bringhurst of Clarksivilla, Tenn., is visiting Mrs. B. H. pass out of the Tennessee river next their way.
The two ladies were coming down
Scott
Tuesday boundl for St. Louis.
Katherine Cobbs of HopkinsThe City of Saltillo will get to St. Filth in a buggy accompanied by the
,1:/rtig
ville went home after visiting Miss Louis) today, and if possible, heave child, when their horse became
'POUR ifTH AND BROADWAY.
Zulu Cobbs, the milliner.
there this afternoon en route bark scared at Norton street at a train
The spirited animal dashed down
Miss Nelia Hatfield is visiting Miss this way for the Tennessee river.
Fifth, and as they neared Jackson
Katie Wire of Mayfield.
Miss Bess Watkins of Dyersburg.
Almost every coal dealer _claims s:reet one of the Langstaff-Orm's
Tenn., is visiting the family of Mr. his coal is the best but there is only lumber wagons came driving sOwly
W. R. flays of West Broadway.
one coal that can prove it. The Pitts- out Jackson across Fifth. The ladies
WANTED--Bilimas people to ttke
Rev. E. T. Beard of Dyer, Tenn., burg Coal office, 126 Broadway. Both saw the animals attached to the
Soules' Liver Capsules 25C. R. W. will arrive today, to preach Sunday phones No. 3. James J. O'Donnell, lumber wagon could not get the
WALKIER-410-00.. Fifth and Broad- at the Cumberland
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Bollerheavy vehicle out of the way before
Presbyterian General Manager.
way.
an
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so
one
of
the
women
church.
Mrs. Frank Brown and children POLITICAL GRAFT CHARGED. pitched the baby out of their buggy.
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Huntingdon,
•elzrice in West End. All modern
toppled
opt herself, sprawling all
Tenn.
B.
Lindsey
Judge Ben
Arraigns Comcenveniences. Apply to L. S. Duover the ground right in front of the
Mr. Oscar B. Starks and son
missioners in Denver.
T. Cooney drung store. The women Office Phone 369.
Cscar, Jr., have glift4‘to Mississippi.
Residence Phone 725
Denver, Col.. July 27.—In a state- with the reins remained in the rig
Mrs. Jetta .liobson and daughters,
FOR RENT—Three story brick
't sses Lillie and Rosebud, have gone ment accompanying the biennial re- which struck the lumber wagon with
building at 103 South Second, now
port of the clerk of the county court a crash sufficient to smash several
to Dixon Springs, Ill.
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company.
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ages of 21 and 35; citizens of United
the ladies, discovering the child and
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Loving has gone to regard for the rights of the public.
States,, of good character an tempeThe judge telis 'how the contmisp- woman who had heaped out were only
rate habits, who can speak, read and Madisonville, Ky.. for a visit.
sioners
demanded to be permitted bruised, and no bones broken. The
Mrs. John Evans of Clinton, Ky..
write English. For information apto name officers of the county court then helped them right their vehicle
is
visiting
her
sister,
Mrs.
Mary
ply to Recruiting Officer, New Richand when refits's() held up the bills and they proceeded on their way,
Barry, of Clark street.
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
for certain expenses of the court.
after stating they were from the Cold
Miss Minnie nestterof Mayfield is
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Judge Lindsey aver !hat the, emu", Springs section, but did not give their OFFICE PHONE 4114.4
‘isiting
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of
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-safe. State price and size in letter. street.
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president of the Denver City TramFOR RENT—Furnished rooms for
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a next Sunday for a visit.
way company, and that they spent
rent
for roomers or light housekeepMrs.
Oscar
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Davis
yesterday
LOST—One double set of harness
thousands of dollars of the compant's .
;rig, at 329 Sowell Thirdt
betwen Palmer Transfer stable, went to Salem, ill., tor a visit.
money for political etas.
-Miss Mary Brazleion and Mrs. IL
city and Maxon, Ky. The finder not
S. Wells returned yesterday from
-ay this office.
HOARD OF' HEALTH.
WINDOW SMASHED.
acicson, Tenn., where they attended
Meeting Intended for Yesterday Will
Lost—Bunch keys on rig, ne the Bray-Dorwin wedding.
Miss Florence Black of Memphit Falling Metal Part of Figure smashed
be Held Today.
large brass key, one postoffict•
Window at Warlersteln's
one desk keyt and several others. Re- is visiting Miss Marguerite Calloway
The board' of health for this city,
turn to Thei-gister and received re- of South Ninth street.
3 Hors* Power Motor.
Yesterday afternoon the fine $300
Miss Adah Brazleton returned last
intendedi having a meeting yesterday,
s Hone Power Motor.
French plate glass window to left of
night from Chicago where she has
purpose of considering several
z 354 Horse POWer Motor.
the main entrance of Wallerstein's for the
Secretary
z 8 Harae Power Motor.
LOST—A gold leotket with diem- been taking a normal course in the clothing establishment at Third and quesione. but on account of
William Graves being unable to be
1 TO Horse Power Motes.
rnd in center, anti photo inside. Re- University of Chicago.
Broadway was sennsfred The breakpresent, the session was posoponed
Messrs. Richard Clements, Gay
1 200 Light Dynamo.
-turn to Adolph Well and be rewas taccidential, as one of the
Harris and Richard Davis have re- e'er% was inside the window re-ar- over limit today when it will be conwarded.
turned from attending the Elks' na- ranging Borne of the clothing dis- ducted at the City 'Hall.
tional convention at Denver.
plays. when one of the metal disMr. and Mrs. Jacob Wallerstein play stands toppled over and strikPUBLIC WOMB.
, -199,
13CE.
leave next Monday for Lonisvire, ing several °them sent all down, one
TO THE CITIZENS OF PAM:- Cincinnati. Niagara Falls, New York, of •salitcb 'truck sire windinw at the Engineer Says He WI!! Have Sower
125-123 Nords Fourth Street.
and other Eastern points to be gone owner and smashed it. The firm
KENTUCKY:
Plans Done August is..
• We have completed arrangements a month.
loses nothing by the break as the
Arnord, who is
whereby j. E. Wiilliamwon & Co.. of
Messrs. Charles Weille and Samuel window is fully covered with plate
Civil raigineer
Paducah7ry:,lirive become the agents Levy have returned from a month's glass. insurance.
drawing the plans for the new milof your City Rif 'Our celebrated Green tom through the East.
itary and stonm sewerage district, has
notified City Engineer Washington
'River White Bleaching Stone.
Some of the Peopik in Shawnee.
that
he will have the drawings and
Anyone desiring anything in CemEd Malszewski of Lacey is runPittsburg Coal Co. office No. ts6
-ncccations forobed by August t5.
-etery wcirk, would do well to wee J.
ning
the
cheese
our
facgory mai',
The bitulithic people have informed
E. Willianeson & Co., and gve this Broadway. Both telephones No. 3. cheesemaker
returns.
The best coal in Paducah.
the hoard of public works that on
material their 'scfnsideration before
Our mail carrier, F. Wendzikowski, account of the very inferior compoThe cheapest coal in Paducah.
placing their order.
is kept busy carrying the mail, rain sition trsed on Broadway between
Very respectfully.
or snow.
Filth. and Ninth streets, that they inF. J. SCHOLTZ & SON.
BIG WAGON FACTORY.
John Zywiske's team made a bus- tended pittiting an entirely new top
iness trip to Green Bay Monday.— on the thoroughfare befor—e- asking the
Plant at HopkinsVille Will Have a Shawnee County (Wis.) Journal.
203, 205 S. Tnird
ei tyto accept and pay for the work. Both Phones No. 110.
Capacity of io,000 a Year..

Eye-See Jewelry Co.

McPherson,s
Store.Miss

Subscribe For The Register

WANTS

•I

it
55
4
4I

Abram L. Weil & Co
FIRE INSURANCE

Campbell Block.

•,

J. W. HUGHES

GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building

We have on hand
For Sale:

•

FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.

r
,

S. P. POOL,

L. 0. STEPHENSON

PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO. \
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS

175 -PHONE -175

Hopkinsville, Ky., July 27.—Ground
ha.' been broken here for the mam'moth new wagon factory which is to
be built by the Forbes ManufacturOur d'elivery service is yours for ing company. The 'building will be
the asking—absolutel.: ;rte. Use it 316x160. It will be built of brick and
early and often, or. late if you wish and will be two sories in height, and
—as late as TO o'clock at night. is to 'be ready for the machinery by
Don't hesitate to use it. We guar- early fall. It will be fitted, 'through
antee satisfaction. If the [pods we out with the latest and most approved
-send out don't suit you return them machinery, and will have a capacity
immediately. Our goods are ahvasis of Tomo finished wagons per year.
Besides the factory proper an iniworth the money to us.
ntense dry kiln will also be built.
We make haste.
This will also be of brick with brick
stack, and will be used for the purpose of properly Reasoning the timber
which is used+ in manuflacturin.g the
the vrag+ons. The present quarters of
the wagon factory will 'be used for
the 'manufacture of buggies as snort as
INCORPORATED.
the new factory begins operation,
Fifth and Bierty. wthich will he about the first of the
Oruggists
year.
Both Phones In.

and do your drug shopping

R. W. W ILK:ER & CO.,

NOTICE TO CONSUMERS OF COAL: Do not place
-

your fall orders too
soon. Wait for prices on our

TRADEWAIER COAL

IT IS the BEST and price will be the cheapest
Coatfor wagonsflaalevator
Both Telephones 254.
Foot of

OHIO
Street.

est Kentucky Coal Co.
lleeneaoratted.

41#

